Issues with staff being able to take attendance

We have been made aware of an issue within PowerSchool that could allow an/admin user with read-only access to student attendance the ability to update student attendance. Pearson is aware of the problem and is working to correct it. In the meantime, if your district has any users that log into the /admin interface with read-only and you do not want them making updates to attendance, you will want to consider making the below change to prevent updates to this data.

Currently when a staff member clicks on teacher schedules, then the attendance button, the staff member is able to update attendance even if the group is set to read only access.
To prevent this from happening you will want to go into page permissions and take away access to the page on the teacher schedule screen that allows them to make these changes.

**Page Permissions can be found by going to System>Security>Access Page Permissions.**

After page permissions have been set to have no access to the attendance screen.